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The diagrams show the typical Cl-α and
Cd-Cl curves of the IW proﬁle compared
with a conventional NACA proﬁle. The
above-mentioned advantages are very
evident.

The IW proﬁle is designed to
operate in the zone of best eﬃciency
for the majority of the applications.
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Another important peculiarity of the
IW proﬁle is that the excellent
performance and eﬃciency remain
practically unchanged even at high
proﬁle thickness.
This characteristic allows utilizing a
large diameter blade shaft to connect
the blade to the fan hub without
compromising the blade aerodynamics
and assuring at the same time an
exceptional structural strength.

•
•
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THE BLADE GEOMETRY
The blade geometry is characterized by:
rectangular plan
no twist
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The curvature of the proﬁle mean
line is accentuated towards the trailing
edge to provide a high lift coeﬃcient
without utilizing a ﬂap. This peculiarity
turns out also in higher eﬃciency and
lower sound emission. Compared to
conventional proﬁles (for example
NACA) the Iw proﬁle achieves the same
performance with narrower blades.
Moreover the stall angle is higher
than the one of conventional proﬁles:
that means that the IW proﬁle can
operate in a larger pitch angle range.
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form the fan inlet to the cooler outlet .
That means that in the plenum the air is
subjected to a negative acceleration ,
and consequently a positive static
pressure is generated (kinetic energy
variation).

These peculiarities have been
adopted on the purpose of optimizing
the pressure recovery in the cooler
plenum and consequently reducing the
absorbed power.
The pressure recovery in the
plenum is a well-known phenomenon:
in FD coolers the air velocity is reduced

In ID coolers the phenomenon is the
same, only the sign of acceleration and
pressure is the opposite. In both cases
the recovered pressure “helps” the fan:
the larger is the recovered pressure,
the lower is the pressure the fan has to
provide to overcome the bundle
resistance, and the lower is the
absorbed power.
Using untapered and untwisted
blades increases the recovered
pressure and consequently reduces
the absorbed power.
Absence of Reverse Flow
The reverse ﬂow in the fan center
represents an energy loss that reduces
the fan eﬃciency and must be avoided.

AXIAL IMPELLERS

TFF-09

Used for all axial fan applications from 400 mm to 11
meters: air coolers – process coolers – packaged cooling
towers – ﬁeld erected cooling towers – air-cooled
condensers – radiators
– industrial
applications – naval
applications – tunnels
– metros. Aluminum
and FRP rotors.
Special rotors are also
available for operation
at temperature up to
400°C.

Complete belt drive fan
units, compliant with
machine directive and
ATEX standards. Used
for air coolers - process
coolers - ventilation radiators - industrial
applications - naval
applications - tunnels metros.

CFF - LFF

TFF-01

Complete direct drive fan
units, compliant with machine
directive and ATEX
standards. Used for air
coolers - process coolers ventilation - radiators industrial applications - naval
applications - tunnels metros.

Complete belt drive
fan units, compliant
with machine directive
and ATEX standards.
Used for air coolers process coolers industrial applications.

Installing a disk of proper diameter in
the fan center (so that the aerodynamic
pressure generated at the blade root is
higher than the static pressure in the
plenum) prevents this phenomenon.
For this purpose ILMED utilizes hub
disks of diameter ranging from 1000 to
2000 mm ,that ,besides the primary
structural duty ,avoid the reverse ﬂow
and the consequent loss of eﬃciency.

STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERISTICS
ILMED fans series 55FRP has been
designed to guarantee the maximum
reliability during its complete life cycle. The
structural elements of the impeller are:
Hub.
Pulltruded FRP proﬁle.
Blade shaft.
- HUB
A steel hub boss connects the hub to
the fan drive shaft. Two steel disks
(thickness 10 to 15 mm, diameter 1000
to 2000 mm depending on the fan
diameter and loading) are bolted to the
top and bottom surfaces of the hub boss.

•
•
•

The blades, with the blade shaft located
into extruded pillow blocks, are
sandwiched between the two hub
disks.
The result is a monolithic structure
characterized by an enormous stiﬀness
and strength. Consequently the stress
level is extremely low to guarantee
inﬁnite life to the components.
- BLADE PROFILE
The proﬁle of IMED series 55FRP is
made of pulltruded ﬁberglass
reinforced plastic (FRP).
ILMED has a long experience in
pulltruded FRP blades; we believe that
pulltrusion, compared with other
technologies, oﬀers important
advantages:

the reliability of the blades: the
absence of potential material
discontinuities (dangerous for the
blade integrity) is assured.

•

Lower production costs.

- BLADE SHAFT
The blade shaft consists of a high
quality steel round bar, which combines
a very high structural strength to an
optimum fatigue resistance.

This solution assures also:

better mechanical resistance: the
• glass
content in pulltrusion is much
higher than the one obtainable with
other technologies. This guarantees
superior mechanical and fatigue
strength of the blade.
Homogeneity and consistency of the
• product,
which is very important for

•

The perfect knowledge of the
material mechanical characteristics
in the most loaded area of the blade.

•

A very reliable clamping system of
the blade shaft in the aluminum
pillow blocks.

A low thickness steel tube of proper
length is then inserted into the blade
shaft on the purpose of keeping the
stress in the ﬁberglass proﬁle at low
level, to assure an exceptional strength
to the blade assembly.

APC

GFF

Fans with pneumatic
system to automatically
control the blades pitch in
operation. High quality,
low hysteresis system,
exceptionally reliable.

Complete fan units with
gearbox, compliant with
machine directive and
ATEX standards. Used for
ﬁeld erected cooling
towers.

ACCESSORIES
Every type of accessory can be supplied, such as circular or septum
silencers, anti-vibration supports, terminal blocks, ATEX electrical connections,
supports for horizontal or vertical installation, anti-vibrating joints, diﬀusers and
cones. Customised to suit any requirement.

CENTRIFUGAL
Belt and direct driven
centrifugal fans.

TFF-12
Complete belt drive fan units with
a motor on the base, compliant
with machine directive and ATEX
standards. Used for air-coolers –
process coolers – radiators –
ventilation – industrial
applications.

ilmed ventilazione industriale - IVI
IVI has more than 20 years of experience in the design
and manufacture of axial and centrifugal fans. The
company’s product line, presented in the enclosed
datasheets, covers all the market requirements.
The innovative aerodynamic characteristics provide
superior performance with reduced power consumption,
and the unique structural features, together with a high
standard quality, guarantee an exceptional reliability.
These advantages are due not only to the particular
shape of the blade proﬁle, but also to the blade geometry,
especially studied, designed and optimised to take
advantage of the type and the characteristics of the cooler
the fan it is coupled to.
The fan selection and performance calculation is done
by our advanced and user-friendly software, and provides a
very accurate and reliable prediction of the fan
characteristics. This software is available to the customers.
The invaluable source of expert knowledge and the
special attention to the customer’s needs have always
been the key factors which enable us to provide extremely
professional and quick responses.

IVI is leader in the design and customization of any
type of induztrial ventilation applications, and can satisfy
any kind of customer requirement.
The design process is carried out internally, and we at
IVI are proud to be able to always guarantee a highly
professional and quick service.
IVI fans are absolutely reliable thanks to the long and
qualiﬁed experience of the company’s engineers and
technicians, who also make use of an advanced
dedicated software to calculate the blade loading and the
static and dynamic stress distribution in the fan
components.
IVI fans are used in air-coolers, process coolers,
packaged cooling towers, ﬁeld erected cooling towers,
air-cooled condensers, radiators, naval applications,
tunnels, metros, and in any other industrial ventilation
application.
IVI fans comply with machine standards, ATEX
standards, and can satisfy the requirements of
international certiﬁcations with the support of a network of
agents strategically distributed in all geographic areas,
enabling a unique, quick and easy communication.

VENTILAZIONE INDUSTRIALE HISTORY
Ilmed Fans were designed in the mid 70's by introducing the
know-how and technology of the helicopter industry. The result was
a big change and a drastic modernization of the industrial fans
typology. A pneumatic system to control the blade pitch in operation
was developed in the 80's, and still continues to feature high-tech
performance and quality.
The 90's brought new proﬁles capable of reducing power
consumption and noise emissions. Innovative products are currently
being developed to satisfy the increasingly sophisticated demands of
the international market.

ILMED GROUP
90 years of history - 4 generation.

ILMED began testing its fans way back in 1985

An enterprise created at the beginning of the 20th
century by a family of Wood Craftsmen. In the 60’s,
the business evolved and specialized in the packaging
sector, focusing on Logistics in the early 80’s.
At the time, new activities in the Industrial Plant
Application, Ventilation and Environmental sectors
were set up.
The ilmed plant is situated exactly where, 150 years
ago, an illustrious businessman (Alfred Nobel) opened
his Italian plant for the production of explosives. A
strategic and ideal position from both logistic and
industrial viewpoints.
A four generation History that continues the
commitment of Entrepreneurs and Employees, who
enthusiastically work hard together to accomplish new
projects and challenging programmes.

